Embedding access within your organisation

- Schedule your captioned/subtitled event as early as possible
- Contact Stagetext for help with budgeting or putting together a funding proposal
- Hold appropriate seats for access users
- Top-level managers should champion access and reporting across the organisation
- Think about access early and at every step: planning, HR, production, marketing, front of house & visiting artists
- Have regular training sessions for new & existing staff members (e.g. deaf awareness & digital subtitle training)
- Ensure box office & front of house staff are fully briefed and positive about your accessible events
- Commit to a regular access programme to develop a strong audience base: For theatre at least one performance for shorter runs or quarterly for longer runs For museums build access into all exhibitions, plus regular accessible tours & talks
- Schedule an annual review of your access provision
- Share your data with Stagetext

Access marketing tips

- Include clearly labelled access info & dates on press releases and all marketing material
- Share access dates with regular access bookers, local groups and listings, mainstream bookers and on social media
- Send your event details to Stagetext
- Caption/subtitle all online video content

Website

Access Page

- You should have an easy to find access page with a welcoming message to access users
- Include a clear section describing the set-up and benefits of captioned/subtitled events
- Ensure you have a dedicated access email address [e.g. access@yourvenue.com] - deaf & hard of hearing customers may find it difficult to contact you by phone
- List all accessible events or exhibitions, with links to further info & ticket booking
- Show your commitment - have a public equal access policy

Listings

- All listings should include access info, dates & TEXT or CAP logo
- Make sure all videos are captioned/subtitled

Booking Page

- Accessible events should be clearly signposted
- If possible, show where the accessible seats will be located

On the day

- Double check the view of the caption units will be unobstructed from allocated seats
- Display text as the audience enter the space so that undeclared users can move to a suitable area, e.g.

  This performance is captioned. If you miss a word here or there, the captions will help you

- Run through clear communication tips with the staff during briefings
- Gather feedback from audiences, with a feedback card or online survey

Stagetext - here to help - Every word counts

www.stagetext.org/digital-resources